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SUMMARY
The following document outlines a fulfillment system for short run process color

brochures and other process color work. This is a reference document intended to communi-
cate the progress of project development and the areas requiring additional attention. The
study team was commissioned and directed by an executive steering committee.

Project Objective:
To provide our customers with low cost process color products such as brochures and

promotional material, in low volumes and short turn around time.

Method:
NEBS will design and implement a fulfillment system that utilizes today’s stable technol-

ogy that enables NEBS to utilize its strengths in streamlining the process and using auto-
mated systems when appropriate.

Expected Result:
A fulfillment system will be in place by Q3 FY95 to produce Brochure Express type

orders and other process products.

Progress:
A fulfillment system has been designed and outlined in this report. A letter of intent has

been signed by NEBS with Heidelberg USA for a GTO-DI press. Key work remaining to be
completed are:

• Evaluation, selection or design of a software program for customer creation of
brochures.

• Evaluation of needs and selection of job management and long term storage systems.

• Design of product line.

• Creation of a training program.

• Creation of policies and procedures.

Key Dates:
• Heidelberg is expecting a down payment of $63,000 to accompany a PO by mid June.

• Delivery of the press is targeted for late August.

• Kodak is offering incentives to place a purchase order before June.

• A CER was targeted for 5/13/94 but has been postponed due to the re-organization.

• Kodak is creating a custom demo of the Prophecy system for management to illustrate
NEBS use of their system. Tentatively set for the end of May.
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FULFILLMENT SYSTEM
Primary Objective

• To fulfill orders for short run, process color printing, efficiently, at low cost and with a
short turn around time.

• To support the fulfillment of other process work such as stationary, advertising as well as
NEBS printing jobs.

Primary Assumptions

• NEBS will streamline the fulfillment process to allow rapid processing and repeatability.

• NEBS will exploit automation when reasonable. 

• NEBS will reproduce the customers artwork as closely as possible.

• NEBS will design systems that can support other types of output devices as they mature.

Proposed Fulfillment system

The following is based on the Brochure Express model and assumes that customers are
using a software program to design the product, saving it to disk and then mailing the disk,
photos and other artwork to NEBS. The package is received by the fulfillment system. (Note:
A fold-out flow chart is available on pg #6 and when opened, can be viewed while reading the
process descriptions.)

JOB PREPARATION STATION

The purpose of this station is to:

• Enter the customers order into the NEBS order system.
• Examine the order and discover any problems that will make it difficult to process in
other parts of the fulfillment system.
• Transfer the customer file from disk to fulfillment file server.
• Prepare the job so that it may rapidly move through the more complex and expensive
processes.

The customers packet is opened and the disk is put into a workstation and the customer file
is downloaded to the file server for use by other fulfillment workstations. A simple laser
printed proof is generated from the customers file to be used as reference and to be written
on. The customers instructions and artwork is examined to ensure:

• Are the photos acceptable quality for reproduction? (Does the customer understand what
this Polaroid will look like enlarged to 5” x 7”?)
• Is all the information and artwork included? (Cropping instructions, position of each
photo, etc.)
• Are the instructions clear and possible? (Move aunt Bessy to the right so that we can see
the rest of uncle Fred’s face.)

Any problems with the customers order will require Customer Service involvement. During
start-up this function may be handled by the Job Preparation position. At this time the order is
entered into NEBS order entry systems for job tracking, credit checks and billing.
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If no problems occur, the operator proceeds to examine each photo and to compute the
amount of enlargement or reduction that is needed. This percentage is written on either the
photocopy of the photo provided by the customer. This copy also has the customers crop-
ping instructions. The Photos and sizing/cropping instructions are passed onto the scanning
station . Other customer artwork (logos & graphics) are passed onto Comp Logo for digitiz-
ing. This is a low cost workstation equipped with a networked computer, phone, and laser
printer.

SCANNING STATION

The scanning station is a Macintosh, equipped with flatbed, drum and slide scanners.
Using the information from the job preparation station, the scanner operator mounts the
photos and scans each one at the correct size and resolution. The scanned files appear on the
Mac workstation. The scanner operator transfers them to the Prophecy workstation server
VIA the network. 

PROPHECY COLOR STATION

The Prophecy station is a Sun  platform equipped with two Kodak accelerator boards and
Kodak software. Prophecy provides a wide range of tools that give us the opportunity to
automate many color and image correction functions. Prophecy enables us to create folders
containing macros that will perform correction routines automatically. NEBS may create
multiple folders to match a wide range
of correction situations. The scanner
operator may choose to move a cus-
tomers scanned photo into a folder that
automatically performs un-sharp mask-
ing, and reduces the amount of blue tint.
Another scan may be placed in a folder
that increased the shadow areas by
10%. Automation of simple correction
procedures will allow for faster process-
ing of orders and introduce a level of
consistency and repeatability.

Other valuable automated functions include the generation of a low resolution file for
placement into page layout. By using a low resolution version of a photo to represent the
high resolution scan, we may rapidly view, manipulate and move the file without a perfor-
mance delay. The high resolution file remains on the file server and is automatically substi-
tuted when the finished file is being sent to the RIP.

Prophecy also enables us to have a profile for the output device. Profiles contain infor-
mation on what range of colors a device is capable of printing. Colors falling outside of this
range can be displayed for operator adjustment or automatically adjusted by the software.

The key skill set required for this workstation is in creating and maintaining the automat-
ed macros. depending on the level of automation attainable, orders may be able to move
through this station unassisted. manual color correction may also be performed and viewed
on a corrected monitor.



PAGE LAYOUT STATION

The Layout station is a workstation equipped
with a large color monitor residing on the net-
work. The low resolution photos are combined
with the customers text and layout. Artwork
from CompLogo is also imported at this stage.
Any editing required (rotating, trapping etc.)
may also be performed here. 

The final design of this workstation depends
heavily on the type of software provided to our
customers for creation of their order. At this
time we do not have access to Brochure
Express software code and cannot edit or work
with files created in this program. Suggested
alternatives include GST, Quark or in-house
software. This choice is critical as it  greatly
impacts the design of the fulfillment system.
When the file is assembled, a proof may be generated or the file can be sent to the press.

• COLOR PROOF: A color printer could reside on the network. To generate a proof, the
layout station operator would “print” the file to the proof device. The Kodak Prophecy
workstation automatically substitutes high resolution C,M,Y,K files for the low resolu-
tion files used for placement. A good quality color proof will take 15-25 min. to print
depending on the technology used. Material cost range from $6.00 to $35.00.

NOTE: Additional discussion is required to determine the benefits of a proofing sys-
tem in a short run color environment. Generating proofs for customer approval prior to
printing can dramatically impact cost and turn around time. NEBS should consider the
factors carefully before deciding to include a customer proofing cycle in our fulfill-
ment system.

• OUTPUT TO PRESS: When the layout operator sends to file to the press, it is automati-
cally routed through the Prophecy system were the high resolution C,M,Y,K files are
substituted for the low resolution placement files. The file is then passed onto a RIP,
processed and sent to the GTO-DI file server.

GTO-DI FILE SERVER

This file server acts a storage queue for jobs going to the GTO-DI press. It also allows
the RIPed file to be displayed on a monitor prior to printing. An operator can view the size
and placement of halftone dots as well as check for trapping problems and undesirable
moiré patterns. Jobs may also be downloaded to magnetic tape for archiving or off line stor-
age.
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GTO-DI PRESS

The GTO-DI consists of a conventional 5 color GTO press equipped with a direct imag-
ing station on each color unit. The press is connected to a modified CPC color control sta-
tion that allows an operator to access jobs stored on the GTO-DI file server.

The press operator mounts unexposed plates on each color unit and downloads a job from
the file server. The press is started and the imaging units begin to expose the plates.
Depending on the resolution being used, this operation may take from 12-20 min. After
exposure, the press is stopped and the plates are wiped down to remove unwanted silicon
material. During the imaging process, the ink setting information is downloaded from the
CPC allowing the ink keys to be adjusted automatically to the desired settings.

The press is started and the job is run. I have seen runs where make-ready consisted of 35
sheets, although this is optimistic for an average. NEBS needs to determine a more realistic
figure. When the run is complete, the stock may be moved to other parts of the plant for
drying, cutting, folding or other bindery operations.

A 5 color GTO-DI will be capable of printing 4 color work on one side and black text on
the second side in one pass. 4 color work on both sides will require two passes through the
press.

BINDERY

Bindery equipment will be required to cut and trim press sheets. Folding, scoring and
stitching operations may also be required. These operations will be performed on existing
plant equipment or may be purchased for this process. After bindery, the orders are pack-
aged and shipped.
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Note: Leave this page open to follow flow chart during process description.
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PROJECTED COST ESTIMATE
The following is an estimate of the capital equipment cost associated with a short run

process color program. These costs will be refined as specific tasks and equipment is deter-
mined.

Pre-Press Area:
Job Preparation Station

1 Mac or PC workstation / software $10,000
Furniture $2,000
1 B/W Laser printer $5,000
1 Network connection $125

Sub total $17,125 $17,125

Scanning Station
1 Mac workstation / software $15,000
1 Flatbed scanner $10,000
1 Drum Scanner $45,000
1 Slide scanner $1,200
Furniture $2,500
1 Network connection $125

Sub total $73,825 $73,825

Color Correction Station
1 Kodak Prophecy workstation $111,025
Custom profile for GTO-DI $15,000
Furniture $1,000
1 Network connection $125

Sub total $127,150 $127,150

Layout Station
2 Mac workstations / software $20,000
Furniture $4,000
2 Network connection $250

Sub total $24,250 $24,250

GTO-DI File Server Station
1 RIP $50,000
GTO-DI file server (Included in GTO-DI system price)
Furniture $2,000
Network connection $125

Sub total $52,125 $52,125

Job management / customer proof
Proof printer $15,000
Job Mgt., server & work in process storage (estimate) $150,000

Sub total $165,000 $165,000
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Press Area:
GTO-DI

5 color GTO-DI w/ perfecting & #ing capability $629,480
Furniture $5,000
Spare parts $10,000
Racking, pallet jacks, etc. $15,000

Sub total $659,480 $659,480

Bindery Area:
Used cutter $30,000
Folder/scoring $20,000

Sub total $50,000 $50,000

Room Construction:
Pre-press area

Climate controlled, static controlled carpet, controlled balanced lighting, power surge
protection, outside windows.

Press area
Climate and humidity controlled, standard lighting, plumbing/sink, fork truck accessi-
ble, self closing doors

Sub total (Both rooms) $150,000 $150,000

Sub total Estimated Capital Cost $1,318,955

Other Start-up Costs:
Training, travel, consulting

Salaries 1 press empl, 2 pre-press empl - 3 months $25,000
Seminars $15,000
Travel $7,000
Supplies $50,000

Sub total $91,000 $91,000

IR support
Basic IR support (2 empl for 6 months) $100,000
Brochure Express support Unknown

Sub total $100,000 $100,000

Development & Implementation
Investigation & development $20,000
Consulting $25,000
Travel $10,000
Test runs $20,000

Sub total $75,000 $75,000

Total Estimated Start-up Costs $266,000
Total Estimated Capital Costs $1,318,955
Sub-Total Estimated project Costs $1,584,955
10% contingency $158,495
Total Estimated Project Cost $1,743,450
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UNRESOLVED ISSUES
At this time there remain unresolved issues that may impact the final design of the fulfill-

ment system.

Product line requirements
• What product are we offering?
• Product options

- Stock, sizes, special bindery
- Customized designs?

• Order volumes
• Implementation date

Expectations
• Our Customer (Advertising)
• Internal (Marketing, Management, Fulfillment)

Software for customer creation of brochure
• Brochure Express 

- Quality of the software - too rigid
- Cannot resize areas
- Cannot move areas
- Cannot redefine areas to be different types (Text, Graphics, Logo, etc.)
- Color choices are limited
- Translation to usable format is not currently understood
- Paper work is too complex
- Too much time is required to complete
- It gives the impression that if all steps are complete then our job will be perfect
- Too linear - customer should be able to complete in any sequence
- Too legal sounding
- Installation problem with Lino driver
- Customer Support

• GST
- Not currently evaluated

• Other options (Quark, PageMaker, in-house software)

Job Preparation
• How do we “Strip Out” order info for SCOPE
• Need to define the connection to Customer Service

Training
• Much more demanding than traditional NEBS training requirements
• Color Theory
• New market issues and customer expectations. (Learn as we go)
• Training and Management - non NEBS philosophy except for Comp Logo

Color Correction
• Policy - Do we “Make it Right” or do we “Match What Was Sent”. 
• What do we do with electronic data with insufficient resolution
• What is the connection to Customer Service

Photo or Artwork Retouch
• Policy - Should we offer retouching services (fix a scratch) How far do we go?
• Charging/rates for retouching work
• Training
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Network
• Very High vulnerability to network failure - cannot “Just Rerun the Job”
• NEBS expertise at debugging network problems
• Remote support of system in Arizona

Page Layout
• What Software -Automatic or manual
• How does it integrate with the Scanner and Color Correction systems

Proof to Customer
• Policy
• Quality

- Too good creates improper expectations
- Too poor may loose the order or require lengthy explanation

• Purpose of Proof
• Order retention while Proof is Out
• Delay in delivery of order

Job Management
• Do we store customer jobs for long term re-orders

- Large size of customer files
- Cost of storage. (% on-line/off-line)
- storage/retrieval system

Press - New Technology
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CONCLUSIONS
Stable technology exists to provide good quality, short run process color printing. To

date, the team has identified existing stable technology that may be combined to create a
production fulfillment system. NEBS has developed a good concept for creation of a fulfill-
ment system for short run process color products. However there remain many issues that
need to be resolved before we can successfully implement this new product line.
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